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15 files, representing the 15 sexual assault cases UNC released, sit on a table.

By Anna Neil
Assistant University Editor

Student activists and survivors 
at UNC have worked for years to 
combat sexual assault and gender-
based violence on campus. And with 
the recent release of 15 sexual assault 
records since 2007, they now look 
to how activism and awareness can 
move forward. 

Reactions to the release

“With the release of the records, 
I think there is just this celebration 
of accountability — that was, I 
think, one of the first responses, 
then also empathy for survivors, and 
that’s really what my reaction was,” 
Campus Y Co-President Thilini 
Weerakkody said. “It was based on 

SEE ACTIVISTS, PAGE 3

By Praveena Somasunduram
Assistant Online Editor

First-year Erica Bass woke up to a 
call on the morning of Aug. 20 about 
her COVID-19 test results. She’d 
tested positive.

“I did end up crying a little bit after 
I found out about it just because I 
didn’t really know where to go next,” 
Bass said. “I had absolutely no idea 
what to do because my main support 
system is states away.”

She’d gotten tested at the UNC 
Health Respiratory Diagnostic 
Center the day before and was 
living at the AC Hotel in Chapel 
Hill. Construction challenges had 
delayed her move-in to Granville 
Towers East.

Bass’s mother, who lives in Virginia, 
immediately contacted Carolina 
Housing to set up isolation housing 
on campus in Parker Residence Hall 
for her as soon as possible.

The Roadmap for Fall 2020 
set aside Parker Residence Hall 
for isolation for students who 
tested positive for COVID-19, and 
Craige North Residence Hall to 
quarantine students who might 
have been exposed.

After packing up using a list from 
Carolina Housing, Bass took the P2P 
to Parker Residence Hall to begin 
her stay in isolation housing, which 
would last until Aug. 28.

She got a call from Campus 
Health on the morning on Aug. 22 
for contact tracing — they asked who 
she’d been in contact with over the 
last six days.

Bass thought she’d be receiving 
a daily check-in phone call from 
Campus Health, as the person from 
Campus Health who’d answered her 
question via phone said she’d get 
a daily call. But she said she didn’t 
hear back from anyone except when 

she emailed specific questions to 
Campus Health or Housing.

Other students in quarantine and 
isolation housing on campus said they 
felt a similar lack of communication 
from the University while they waited 
for their test results or to get back to 
their daily lives.

‘It was desolate’

Lexi Freas started her first year 
at UNC as normally as possible. 
She went to her in-person classes, 
participated in Air Force ROTC and 
limited her exposure to other people 
in Granville Towers, where she was 
living. Freas said she’d only been 
spending time with her suite and one 
other suite in Granville.

On Aug. 14, the end of the first 
week of classes, Freas received a text 
that one of them had tested positive 
for COVID-19.

Though she wasn’t listed as a close 
contact of the individual who tested 
positive, she went to Campus Health 
on Aug. 16 to get a COVID-19 test. 
They told her that she’d receive a 
call from Caroling Housing within 
an hour to start the move-in process 
into on-campus quarantine at Craige 
North Residence Hall.

Freas went back to her room after 
getting tested and waited about four 
hours before receiving a call from 
Carolina Housing about moving in.

“You imagine moving into a 
dorm as a very monumental, special 
thing, but when you’re moving into 
a quarantine dorm, you have no one 
helping you,” Freas said. “You only 
brought the stuff that you can carry. 
It’s very disheartening.”

She was given the code to a locker 
outside of Craige North, which had 
keys to her room and food for the 
first night in quarantine.

“I couldn’t hear anyone talking in 
the hallways,” Freas said. “There was 
no music. It was just desolate. I just 
unpacked everything and went to 
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First-year psychology major Lexi 
Freas poses for a portrait over 
FaceTime with her bags as she 
prepares to move out of one 
of UNC’s quarantine dorms on 
Wednesday, Aug. 26, 2020.

First-year psychology major Natalie 
Tuinstra poses for a portrait over 
FaceTime in one of UNC’s isolation 
dorms on Thursday Aug. 27, 2020.

First-year business major Lilly 
Thurmond poses for a portrait over 
FaceTime in one of UNC’s isolation 
dorms on Thursday, Aug. 27, 2020.

First-year political science and 
dramatic art double major Erica Bass 
poses for a portrait over FaceTime 
in one of UNC’s isolation dorms on 
Tuesday, Aug. 25, 2020.

First-year philosophy and pre-law 
student Ashleigh Martens poses 
for a portrait over FaceTime in 
one of UNC’s isolation dorms on 
Wednesday, Aug. 19, 2020.

Lexi Freas

Natalie Tuinstra

Lilly Thurmond

Erica Bass

Ashleigh Martens

Life inside an 
isolation dorm 
room at UNC 

Students detail the 
loneliness of life inside 

quarantine and isolation. 

SEE ISOLATION, PAGE 7

Activists ask what comes next after 
release of sexual assault records )FFM�5BML��&QJTPEF���

How we got, lost,
then got a Pass/Fail
option for the
Fall semester.
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Students move out of Craige Residence Hall on Aug. 18, 2020. After most of the 
students moved out of dorms, RAs are wondering what their future will look like.

By Claire Tynan
Staff Writer 

As students move off-campus and 
dorm de-densification continues, 
resident advisers are responsible 
for fewer and fewer residents. And 
the future remains uncertain for 
Carolina Housing student staff and 
their employment status.

Between Aug. 17 and Aug. 24, 
Carolina Housing’s occupancy 
decreased from 60.5 percent to 15.1 
percent, after the University moved 
all undergraduate courses online.

And as of Friday, on-campus 
housing is at 13.1 percent occupancy.

“There is the chance that your 
room, hall, and/or community 
assignment may change as we move 
forward,” Carolina Housing said in 
an email to student staff on Aug. 22.

Jarrah Faye ,  a  sophomore 
majoring in political science, is an 
RA in the Craige community. She 
said she does not think it would be a 
good idea to move RAs to other halls, 
due to multiple clusters of COVID-19 
on campus.

“I don’t really think it’d be a good 
idea for us to have multiple RAs 
moving to another spot so we can 
further spread the disease,” Faye 
said. “I think staying put is not only 
better for us but better for other 
students as a whole.”

RAs and other student staff are 
also facing changes to their day-to-
day tasks.

“At this time, we are suspending 

rounds for all communities. The 
on-call phone should be answered, 
and student staff should provide 
assistance over the phone, where 
possible and appropriate,” Carolina 
Housing said in an email to student 
staff the afternoon of Aug. 21. 

The email also said the public 
desks will be closed, but office 
assistants and RAs should still 
report for office hours to complete 
administrative tasks.

“So far, housing has allowed us to 
close the desks so we can only answer 
the phone and help residents as 
much as we can remotely and we’re 
no longer checking out items,” said an 
office assistant who asked to remain 
anonymous due to employment 
concerns. “Because of these extra 
precautions, I do feel a little safer, 
but it’s weird because I still can’t do 
my job the way that I wanted to, the 
way we all expected to.” 

In the Aug. 22 email, Carolina 
Housing said RAs will continue to 
be paid as usual and those living on 
campus can continue doing so.

“I hope that, if we do have to 
get fired or terminated, there’s 
compensation,” the office assistant 
said. “Because it’s not fair for us 
to have to stay here this long and 
prioritize capital over our health for 
them to just terminate us with no 
type of compensation.”

She said she was excited to apply 
for her position earlier in the year, 
but thinks the University did not 
make a good decision in allowing 

students back on campus. 
Faye said she also thinks the 

University’s choice to have students 
on campus was ill-informed and 
put students at a higher risk of 
getting COVID-19.

“My RA experience was not worth 
getting kids sick,” Faye said. “It should 
not have reopened — not in this way.”

Faye said that, along with her 
disappointment in how the University 
handled COVID-19 precautions, she 
is disappointed to have not gotten the 
full RA experience.

“You want to build a relationship 
with your RA,” Faye said. “I didn’t 
want to be ‘that RA’ that was the 

stickler for everything, but I kind of 
had to because this is my health, this 
is their health.”

Director of Carolina Housing 
Allan Blattner said in a statement 
via UNC Media Relations that UNC 
understands the challenges facing 
students during this time. 

“This is a time filled with 
uncertainty and stress,” Blattner said. 
“Carolina Housing is working hard 
to keep residents and staff, including 
student staff, safe, and to regularly 
communicate about upcoming changes 
in a consistent and timely manner.”

university@dailytarheel.com

Resident advisers question their positions’ future
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UNC community members rally at South Building for campus workers’ safety and job security on Aug. 27, 2020.

By Emily Orland
Senior Writer

Campus workers, faculty and 
graduate students gathered in front 
of the South Building on Thursday 
morning to advocate for worker safety 
and job security in the wake of the 
University’s decision to close campus.

The rally was hosted by the NC 
Public Service Workers Union UE150 
and The Workers of UNC Coalition. 

Donald Santacaterina, a history 
doctoral student and member of the 
UE Local 150 Union, said this rally 
was the first in a continuing series of 
collective actions that will take place 
on Thursdays. He said community 
and union members were rallying 
on behalf of facilities services, 
housekeepers and all campus and 
graduate workers at UNC. 

“We’re out here asking that no 
workers are furloughed during this 
crisis,” Santacaterina said. “That all 
workers get paid administrative leave 
while they’re out of work, for their 
very small paychecks already. And we 
ask that we get a seat at the table and 
start having direct discussion with 
UNC leading organizers, leading 
administrators, so that we can 
discuss how to best move through 
this pandemic together.” 

In a statement from UNC Media 
Relations, Vice Chancellor of Human 
Resources and Equal Opportunity 
and Compliance Becci Menghini said 
UNC aims to address questions and 
concerns from employees. 

“There is a lot of information out 
there to parse through and everyone 
faces a different situation, so I 
invite Carolina employees to get in 
touch directly with my office so we 
can take an individual approach to 
answering questions and finding 
answers together,” Menghini said in 
the statement. 

Throughout the summer, UE 150 
voiced opposition to UNC’s decision 
to bring students back to campus 
in the fall. Dave Attewell, union 
member and political science doctoral 
student, said the union contacted 
administrators multiple times and 
asked them to include the voices of 
workers in UNC’s reopening plan.  

And he said it’s frustrating to see 
the semester unfold as it has. 

“And I think what we’re really 
focused on right now is realizing that 
we’re not out of the woods, even for 
this semester, there’s still going to be 
students on campus,” Attewell said. ” 

In an email sent to faculty and staff 
on Thursday, Menghini said UNC 
expects most employees to work 
as scheduled, either on campus or 
remotely, unless otherwise instructed 
by a manager or supervisor.

At the rally, housekeeper Tracy 
Harter spoke about the need for 
adequate worker protection, job 
security and greater transparency 
from the University. 

UNC Media Relations said in 
an email that if a member of the 
Carolina community tests positive 
for COVID-19, “We will follow 

standard contact tracing protocols 
to identify and communicate directly 
with those who had close contact 
with the individual.” 

Harter also spoke about the 
necessity of administrative leave. 
Campus workers  are el igible 
for a maximum of two weeks of 
emergency paid sick leave. Harter 
said this is problematic because if 
campus workers get tested, they 
are also told to stay at home while 
waiting on their results. 

“How can you stand here and 
talk about Carolina pride when you 
do something like that to the ones 
who are your backbone?” she asked 
at the rally. “Who clean your office, 
who empty your trash cans, clean 
your toilets? You want to leave us at 
home with nothing. That’s not right. 
That’s not pride, and that’s definitely 
not the Carolina way.” 

UNC Media Relations said in 
an email that the Office of State 
Human Resources, which is run 
through the UNC System Office, 
determines what leave is available 
to employees and UNC-Chapel Hill 
has little to no discretion. 

Harter said University workers 
anticipated the semester would 
unfold as it did, and they knew the 
protections they needed to do their 
jobs. She said the University needs 
to be more transparent with workers 
and listen to them when making 
decisions about their jobs.  

university@dailytarheel.com

Campus workers 
protest for job security

Office DJ: 
We get it, this is 

hard to deal with

By Anna Pogarcic
Editor-in-Chief

Y’all, I’m on the brink.
As the semester trudges on, my 

threshold for what stresses me out 
keeps growing. I know I’m not alone 
and I know this is not news to most 
people, but every day is overwhelming.

Contrary to what you may be 
thinking as you read this, I am not 
writing this Office DJ to add more 
stress to your plate. Rather, I’m 
trying to remind you to focus on any 
little bright spots that can bring you 
joy. That’s what I’ve been doing, and 
honestly, it’s all any of us can do.

The world overall sucks right now, 
to say the least. And in my own life, 
I don’t remember the last time I was 
able to take a break. When the spring 
semester ended, I immediately 
t ra n s i t i o n e d  t o  my  s u m m e r 
internship (that I am grateful I still 
had, and enjoyed a lot!). Then, when 
that ended, I immediately took over 
daily operations as The Daily Tar 
Heel’s editor-in-chief on top of a full 
course load.

This semester is a tsunami and I 
am barely doggy-paddling.

I’m not kidding. I went to the 
doctor before the semester started, 
and they told me my blood pressure 
was too high for someone my age. 
And that was one week before classes 
started and we were dealing with 
daily University breaking news.

But like I said earlier, not all hope 
is lost. When the rare opportunity to 
take a mental break arrives, I take it. 
Unfortunately, as a UNC senior and 
the DTH editor, those opportunities 
are few and far between and usually 
are on my 30-minute round trip to 
the Durham Aldi each Friday. Or 
the 10 minutes it takes me to fold 
my laundry. Or when I shower. 
Basically, whenever I don’t have to 
check my emails. 

When I get those moments, 
I  t r u l y  s av o r  t h e m .  I  b l a s t 
“Hamilton” and sing in the car 
with a reusable bag full of vegan 
ice cream, or I dance around my 
room to “High School Musical: 
The Musical: The Series” while 
folding the Nike shorts I wear 
every day. I make it take longer 
than it needs to because I need 
this time to myself to feel pure, 
unadulterated joy.

I hope your life isn’t as sad as 
mine, where doing chores is my only 
reprieve, and if it is, I’m so sorry. 
But we all need to remember to take 
time for ourselves, no matter what 
form it comes in. Your playlist will 
probably look different than mine, 
and that’s OK because self care takes 
different forms.

If  your break isn’ t  grocery 
shopping or folding laundry, I 
hope it’s going for a walk, calling 
your friends, journaling, cooking 
or whatever else brings a smile to 
your face. 

We’re all dealing with far more 
than anyone, especially anyone our 
age, should be. Take care of yourself.

@ampogarcic
arts@dailytarheel.com

By Brandon Standley
Editorial Managing Editor

2020 has sucked.
My journalism professors might 

not think that’s too much of a lede, 
but it does what a good summary lede 
should — it explains what the story is 
going to be about: 2020 sucking. 

So far 2020 hasn’ t brought 
anything good to my life, or to others, 
from what I can see.

In just eight short months, this 
world and its inhabitants have faced 
an unrelenting pandemic that has 
uprooted the normalcy of everyone’s 
lives day-in and day-out; natural 
disasters; drastic changes in climate; 
unexpected deaths of friends, family, 
idols and loved-ones — all of this while 
trying to maintain some resemblance of 
mental health OK-ness and happiness.  

So, it’s fair to say this year has 
sucked. But what everyone is forgetting 
to remember is that it is OK to say that, 
and that it is OK to feel like it sucks. 

I didn’t think it was acceptable to 
feel any sort of self-pity for so long. 
This, even as my friends were being 
split apart, the people I had just 
started to get to know in the residence 
hall were being sent home, classes 
started going all remote and things 
felt absolutely terrifying. 

It felt selfish to focus on my 
problems as the world faced far-
more pressing challenges. 

But it took a few deep talks with 
good friends to understand that I 
wasn’t the only one experiencing 
emotions like this — even if 
seemed selfish in a way. I left those 
conversations with some new found-
wisdom that I will share with y’all. 

So, to you, my loyal reader:
Living through a pandemic, 

natural disaster, death, etc. all sucks 
— and you can feel that. 

What we can’t forget is that we are 
allowed to have feelings. We can be 
upset about how life is changing. We 
can be frustrated with how our lives 
have been uprooted. We can even let 
out a good cry. 

But it’s also important to remember 
two things: life will go forward and 
we have individual impact on how it 
goes forward. 

But, the only way we can ensure 
that the world goes forward and that 
we can leave behind the bad feelings 
is to do the right thing. 

Social distance. Hug a tree. Take 
time for yourself. Keep the greater 
social interest in mind. That’s what 
we must do in the long-term.

But for today, take some time off, 
have a good moment of intense emotion 
and accept that 2020 has been rough, 
and that this — and whatever you may 
be going through on top of it — sucks. 

Sad music, in an eclectic and 
confusing way, makes me feel better. 

So I hope it’ll make you feel better 
too as you accept this year. I think 
it will — after all this playlist is a 
collaboration of various DTHers’ 
most favorite and saddest songs. 

Just don’t forget, it’ll all be back to 
“normal” soon. If we do the right thing.

@branstans
arts@dailytarheel.com

DTH leadership offers two ways to 
cope with emotions in 2020

survivors, making sure they were 
protected in this process of releasing 
the records.”

Weerakkody said that, if one looks at 
the statistics from anonymous surveys, 
sexual assault and gender-based 
violence at UNC is incredibly high. 

“I think it’s just this continuation 
of protecting those with privilege, 
a n d  i t ’s  r e a l l y  m e s s e d  u p ,” 
Weerakkody said. “I think it speaks 
to the fact that this was a step, but 
this was a small step.”

Adrienne Allison, director of 
Title IX compliance, said in a 
statement that Equal Opportunity 
and Compliance investigators, 
hearing panelists and appeal officers 
determine whether a report meets 
the definition of sexual assault. 

Elise Jamison, president of 
Law Students Against Sexual and 
Domestic Violence, said she was 
shocked at the amount of people held 
accountable for sexual abuse in the 

records, as well as concerned with 
how this could affect survivors.

“That could inadvertently lead 
to the names and the identities of 
the victims being discovered, and 
that is in direct conflict with what 
victims are told going into the Title 
IX process, which is that it will be 
confidential, so that is an enormous 
issue,” Jamison said. 

Dialogue and policy changes

Going forward, students activists 
hope to see changes in policies 
surrounding sexual assault.

“I just want there to be dialogue,” 
Jamison said. “And I hope that student 
organizations, like mine, are going to 
be able to facilitate that dialogue even 
in such a distanced time.”

Kayla Pope, a member of Coalition 
Against Violence at UNC, said she 
thinks the conversation needs to 
switch from “It’s on the survivors” 
to “It’s on the University” to prove 
that something has come from the 
lawsuits and complaints. 

“I think that the way that UNC 
handles its policy, it puts a lot of 
the burden on survivors, as their 
discourse does,” Pope said. 

Allison said the UNC EOC Office 
addresses reports in a way that seeks 
to empower survivors to maintain 
control over the University’s response 
to their reported experience. Allison 
said the University addresses reports 
without regard for the status or 
position of the person being reported.

Activists also said the University 
must prioritize education to prevent 
sexual assault.

“I think that we need to do a lot 
more effort on the front end when 
it comes to education,” Jamison said. 
“Because we’re not going to stop 
sexual assault by having a good Title 
IX process. If we are getting involved 
with Title IX, it’s already too late.”

university@dailytarheel.com

ACTIVISTS
FROM PAGE 1

DTH ONLINE:  To read more 
about what’s next for student 
activists, visit dailytarheel.com.

Listen to Anna’s playlist here: Listen to Brandon’s playlist here:
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Kevin Guskiewicz needs to step up or step down
EDITORIAL

Let’s face it: the administration 
dropped the ball on this whole 
reopening chaos. 

Our University needs someone 
who is forward-looking and not tied 
to antiquated ideals. In the past two 
years, UNC, with Kevin Guskiewicz 
at the helm, has proven that making 
progress is not on the agenda. From 
deals between the UNC System and 
the Sons of Confederate Veterans to 
botched COVID-19 plans, making 
the right decisions is clearly not the 
administration’s forte.

To be clear, Guskiewicz’s shoddy 
response to the pandemic is not 
the only thing he’s screwed up. We 
haven’t forgotten the many times he’s 
directly and indirectly sided with white 
supremacists, his continued disregard 
for the concerns of Black students or 
overall lack of support for graduate and 
campus workers. 

UNC has a troubled past — a 
long history of taking native land, 
enslavement and continued exclusion 
and racism ( just to name a few). We 
deserve someone who will tackle these 
challenges head-on, not with another 

empty task force or commission.
Holden Thorp, Carol Folt and now 

Guskiewicz. Each of their legacies has 
been tainted by scandals they could 
have easily avoided — if not for a lack 
of a backbone and a broken moral 
compass. Frankly, it’s embarrassing.

With this in mind, the Editorial 
Board has compiled a list of campus 
figures who we feel may be better 
suited to the role of chancellor:

1. The Winston Pooper.

2. Joann the crossing guard.

3. Rameses (the actual ram).

4. Rameses (the mascot).

5. The CholaNad chefs.

6. Hot Med Deli guy. (We miss you.)

7. Ben Pierpont, assistant night 
supervisor of Davis Library (aka the 
person behind the oh-so-familiar Davis 

closing announcement).

8. Benjamin Davis, affectionately 
known as the “yellow guy.”

9. Guskiewicz’s (admittedly adorable) 

dog, Charlie “Choo Choo” Guskiewicz.

10. The spider statue.

11. The campus whistler.

12. Gary the pit preacher.

13. The former Babes who Blade 
moderators (RIP).

Let’s face it: the bar is literally on 
the floor. At this point, we’ ll take 
(almost) anyone. The chancellor of 
UNC has to carry the weight of our 
storied University, so a straw man 
won’t cut it. 

Oh, Gusky the “Genius”.. .  for 
someone who knows so much about 
the brain, we find it surprising you 
never figured out you don’t have one. 

In all seriousness, though, we need 

ILLUSTRATION BY LIZ HORNICK
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CARTOON

“everyone knows if you don’t test, there are no cases. if you don’t 
report, there are no deaths. and if you don’t alert, there are no 
clusters!”
@Lalalalaa_awful, responding to the news that the University will no longer send Alert Carolina 
messages to report COVID-19 clusters.

“How can you stand here and talk about Carolina pride when you 
do something like that to the ones who are your backbone?”
Tracy Harter, housekeeper, speaking at a rally for worker safety and job security outside South 
Building on Thursday.

QUOTE OF THE DAY

FEATURED ONLINE READER COMMENT

EDITOR’S NOTE: Columns, cartoons and letters do not necessarily represent 
the opinions of The Daily Tar Heel or its staff.  Editorials reflect the opinions 
of The Daily Tar Heel editorial board, which comprises 15 board members, the 
opinion assistant editor and editor and the editor-in-chief.

Fueled by the recent events 
of police brutality and the 
shooting of Jacob Blake, 

athletes across major sports leagues 
have boycotted games in honor of the 
Black Lives Matter movement. The 
slow return of live sports also brings 
the resurfacing of some of the largest 
platforms for high-profile athletes 
in entertainment across the United 
States, and rightfully so. 

The NBA boycott was certainly 
unprecedented: NBA players have only 
ever boycotted a game once before in 
the history of the league. During an 
exhibition game in 1961, Bill Russell and 
a few other members of the Celtics sat out 
in protest of racial justice. When NBA 
teams decided to sit out Wednesday’s 
playoff games, it set off a chain reaction.

NBA players certainly have the 
resources to continue calling for change 
in this way. The league has immense 
Black representation, individual stars 
with massive social media platforms 
and extensive support from coaches, 
owners and other leaders in the league. 
However, there is a major sports league 
that has been leading similar social 
activism efforts for years now with 
none of the praise: the WNBA.

someone who is dedicated to listening 
to students, supporting faculty and 
staff and ensuring the safety of all 
members of our community. Our 
current chancellor is not that person. 
So, Guskiewicz needs to step up or 
get out. 

Heading our University is no 
easy task, but shying away from 
responsibility just won’t cut it. Stop 
pushing blame onto students or forces 
out of your control. The chancellor 
actively shapes what happens at our 
University, day in and day out. If 
Guskiewicz can’t — or won’t — do it, 
he should resign.

Although Guskiewicz is just one 
member of the administration, he 
has the most power to make real 
change happen. He is regularly 
featured in national media, and serves 
as a personal embodiment of our 
University. We deserve someone who 
is willing to make difficult decisions 
to do what is right for the students 
and community they directly serve, 
not falter under the pressure of some 
distant board.

Guskiewicz, if you’re reading this: 
make some changes, or find someone 
who will.

opinion@dailytarheel.com

In 2016, WNBA players led one of 
the first league-wide protests we had 
ever seen in professional sports. The 
Minnesota Lynx, New York Liberty, 
Indiana Fever and Phoenix Mercury 
began to wear black T-shirts during 
pregame warmups. This was in honor 
of Alton Sterling and Philando Castile, 
both Black men who had both been 
unjustly killed by police. The WNBA 
fined teams $5,000 each and each 
player $500 for failing to wear the 
standard team shirts. 

This quickly ignited a league-wide 
discussion and support for the Black 
Lives Matter movement, as well as a 
condemnation of WNBA leadership. 
Tina Charles, playing for the Liberty 
at the time, criticized the league for 
supporting causes like Breast Cancer 
Awareness and Pride, but not issues 
concerning race. Lisa Borders, the 
WNBA president at the time, quickly 
rescinded the initial fines in response 
to backlash from players and fans. The 
protests continued into the playoffs, 
and in solidarity with Colin Kaepernick, 
entire teams began kneeling for the 
national anthem or staying in the 
locker room altogether. Since then, 
the league has been incredibly vocal 
on social justice issues, even dedicating 
the 2020 season to Breonna Taylor and 
the Say Her Name movement.

However, WNBA players make, on 
average, $75,000 a year in the league, 
with only a few players earning up to 
$113,000. And unlike the NBA, many of 
the players aren’t looking at significant 

endorsements, and opportunities in 
sports-related fields are limited. Many 
WNBA athletes spend the offseason 
playing on professional teams overseas 
to supplement their WNBA incomes. 

It’s no secret that the NBA does 
bring in more revenue, allowing it to 
pay multimillion-dollar salaries to its 
star players. However, the women of 
the league deserve a fair share of the 
revenue of the WNBA. Currently, the 
NBA pays its players 50 percent of 
its total revenue, but WNBA players 
take home less than 25 percent of the 
league’s total earnings. When they 
advocate for social justice issues, they 
do so while risking their minimal 
earnings and professional images.

It’s time to give the women their 
credit, financially and otherwise. When it 
comes to social activism, they have set the 
stage and seamlessly paved the way for 
other leagues to follow in their footsteps, 
regardless of the backlash. And, they do 
so while receiving half the television 
airtime and earning a fraction of their 
male counterparts. They risked their 
professionalism and financial security 
in order to make their statements on the 
matter, and set the standard for activism 
among sports leagues. 

It’s time for the WNBA administration 
and leaders in basketball to call for 
better pay equity and recognize the 
WNBA as the trailblazers they are — in 
athletics and in social justice.

@rajeeganesan
opinion@dailytarheel.com
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It’s time to give WNBA players the 
credit they deserve

Rajee Ganesan 
is a junior majoring in 
quantitative biology.

email: rganesan@
live.unc.edu
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KVETCHING BOARD
kvetch: 
v.1 (Yiddish) to complain

So AlertCarolina will inform me of 
a thunderstorm but won’t inform 
me of armed white supremacists or 
coronavirus outbreaks on campus?

My roommate spilled an entire bag 
of chia seeds on the floor today. FML.

My roommate is a mess ... but I can’t 
get mad at her, because I live alone.

Why do men?!?!?!?!?!?!

OP!ED

Local response to a global pandemic

We in Orange County, 
i n c l u d i n g  C a r r b o r o , 
C h a p e l  H i l l  a n d 

Hillsborough, are six months into our 
response to the COVID-19 pandemic. 
The community has responded well, 
doing what has been asked and what 
is needed to keep the community safe. 
From the stay-at-home order issued in 
March to the three Ws (wear a mask, 
wait 6 feet apart, wash your hands), 
the community has stepped up, and 
the numbers have shown it.

Now, we face a new challenge, as local 
numbers have jumped due to clusters 
on the UNC-Chapel Hill campus. We 
must meet this moment, and we will. 

Because an end date isn’t yet in sight, 
it is more important than ever that the 
public understand how communities 
respond to a public health crisis. 
Orange County uses national best 
practices for managing disasters and 
emergencies. In March, county and 
town Emergency Operations Centers 
were activated to provide resource 
support to the community and 
coordination to effectively respond 
to the pandemic. This approach also 
enables us to request support from 
the state and federal governments. 
The EOC staff have worked around 
the clock to support the whole 
community’s response to the pandemic 
– from feeding to sheltering.

These countywide emergency 
p r o t o c o l s  e x i s t  t o  s t r e a m l i n e 
communication and translate the 
expertise of key players into action. 
Who are those key players? 

Our pandemic response is led by 

County Health Director Quintana 
Stewart and County Emergency 
Services Director Dinah Jeffries. They 
and their teams bring expertise that is 
essential to effectively addressing the 
pandemic at the local level. Every week 
since March, the three mayors, the 
chair of the county commissioners and 
others meet to share information and 
help guide the countywide response.

We are so fortunate to have this 
group of professionals working 
together for an effective pandemic 
response. While COVID-19 may 
bring unprecedented challenges, 
those working in public health, 
emergency response and county and 
town management have trained and 
planned for crisis situations. They are 
ready to guide us through it, and it is 
important we listen to them and heed 
their guidance.

One thing the pandemic has laid 
bare is our mutual dependence on 
each other. To get to the other side of 
this crisis, we need everyone to do their 
part. We depend on our emergency 
response leaders to direct the response. 
We depend on our residents to practice 
the three Ws and follow our emergency 
orders. We depend on business owners 
to follow directives and guidelines 
from the state and the county.

Local elected officials also have a role 
to play. Each of us must support the 
work of the operational leadership team 
and make sure they have the resources 
they need. Decisions must be made 
based on the insight and knowledge of 
that team, best practices and what is 
within our legal authority. As elected 

officials, we all should use our public 
platform to amplify messages from 
the public health specialists, with the 
goals of consistency and clarity. Each 
time county leaders issue a new order, 
we carefully weigh whether adding 
or changing a rule will actually help 
efforts to control the pandemic or 
hinder efforts by creating confusion 
about what residents and businesses 
are supposed to do.

For us, our purpose is clear: lead 
by helping the public understand 
what they need to do, and let the local 
public health and emergency services 
professionals lead the way. Perhaps 
most important, your council members 
and commissioners are supporting 
town and county staff to ensure that 
basic municipal and social services 
continue to be delivered. And they are 
thinking and acting creatively to apply 
lessons from the past six months to 
manifest the equitable and thriving 
Orange County to which we all aspire. 

Local public health and emergency 
services officials have stepped up their 
efforts even more in response to the 
spike at UNC-Chapel Hill. Likewise, 
we all need to step up our own efforts 
as well. Each of us in Orange County 
is integral to the identity and success 
of this community. We are in this 
together. Let’s do this together.

Penny Rich is the chairperson 
of the Orange County Board of 

Commissioners. Pam Hemminger 
is the mayor of Chapel Hill. Lydia 

Lavelle is the mayor of Carrboro. Jenn 
Weaver is the mayor of Hillsborough.

UNC’s new pass/fail option 
leaves much to be desired

EDITORIAL

In a puzzling turn of events, the 
University announced Thursday 
it would extend the pass/fail 

option to all undergraduate courses 
for the Fall 2020 semester. 

The announcement came after a 
post on the Office of the University 
Registrar’s webpage outlining a pass/
fail option for the fall semester was 
discovered and then deleted Wednesday, 
stirring confusion among students.  

The pandemic has been hard on 
all of us — and UNC’s poor handling 
of the situation has only made things 
harder. The transition to remote 
learning poses unique challenges 
for students who may have learning 
disabilities, family and childcare 
hardships or an unreliable internet 
connection. Carolina’s unrelenting and 
falsely objective pursuit of “academic 
excellence” comes at the immense cost 
of the mental well-being of its students.

As a result, it is both unfair and 
unrealistic to expect students to perform 
to the same standards during an 
unprecedented semester. The Editorial 
Board is grateful UNC chose to extend 
the pass/fail option — but the updated 
policy leaves much to be desired. 

Mark Peifer, a professor in the 

biology department, said in a tweet 
that the new policy is “disingenuous, 
creating the appearance of change 
without real change.” 

We couldn’t agree more. 
At face value, the pass/fail option 

seems like a good thing. But there 
are a few key differences between the 
watered-down fall 2020 policy and the 
accommodations extended to students 
in the spring and summer. 

According to the new policy, courses 
will receive one of three grades: pass, low 
pass or fail. Grades of C-, D+ or D will be 
converted to a Low Pass and cannot be 
used for graduation requirements.

Continuing to uphold a tiered 
grading system by including a “Low 
Pass” designation does very little 
to achieve any semblance of equity. 
In fact, it pretty much does the 
opposite. Ultimately, it’s minority 
and low-income students who will be 
disadvantaged most by this policy. 

Students from disadvantaged 
backgrounds who are taking enormous 
personal and financial risk to attend 
the University must now juggle these 
concerns without a pass/fail option to fall 
back on. The heartbreaking testimonials 
from the UNC Commission for Campus 

Equality and Student Equity’s online 
forum show just how deeply this 
situation has affected students.

Since a grade of Low Pass cannot 
be used for graduation requirements, 
students who do not receive a high 
enough grade may have to put forth 
additional time and money to retake 
the class in the future — an added 
burden during an already stressful 
time. Moreover, students must choose 
to declare a class pass/fail by Nov. 17 — 
before they take final exams or receive 
their final grade.     

Students need more relief right 
now than we did in March, but for 
whatever reason, we’re not getting it. 
The situation has worsened on all fronts, 
and the mental toll of the pandemic has 
grown exponentially. We are struggling  
mentally, financially and academically  
but UNC doesn’t seem to care.

It’s exhausting to be a UNC student 
right now. Students deserve better, 
and the University has done very little 
to support them. Right now, the best 
thing UNC can teach its students is 
that their physical and emotional 
health should always come first. 

opinion@dailytarheel.com
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In defense of Kevin G

This year has shown us that 
nothing is straightforward, 
e ver yth ing  can  change 

instantly and there is only so much 
humans can control. Serving as a 
university administrator — let alone as 
the face of the first public university in 
the United States — amid a pandemic 
and social unrest must be one of the 
most stressful and draining jobs 
right now. But this is the exact job of 
Chancellor Kevin Guskiewicz. I believe 
he has and still is striving to best serve 
all of the University’s stakeholders, 
especially students. 

When the pandemic first knocked 
on UNC’s doors back in March, 
Guskiewicz, under the orders of the 
UNC System, took swift, decisive 
action to close residence halls, 
clear campus and switch to remote 
learning. All of these steps were 
executed in a matter of weeks. There 
was very little data or research on 
COVID-19, and nobody knew how 
long or how serious this virus was 
going to be. Despite this, Guskiewicz 
remained determined to serve the 
UNC community. 

He did not waver in his fortitude, 
nor was he derelict in his duties. He 
served as a source of level-headed 
guidance and worked to juggle all 
community concerns. From Orange 
County residents to faculty, workers 
and most of all, over 30,000 students 
from across the globe, Guskiewicz has 
listened, absorbed, and acted upon all 
the voices that make up the Carolina 
community. He was honest with all 
these voices that “more changes and 
more pivots” must be made throughout 
this pandemic due to the fluidity and 

constantly changing information 
around the virus. 

This meant sacrifices had to be 
made, uncomfortable situations would 
inevitably arise and nothing would be 
normal. Guskiewicz was transparent 
about this back in March. As the 
months progressed and more research 
about COVID-19 was released, he 
began to look towards our fall semester. 
Heeding the cries of students for some 
form of on-campus engagement, 
Guskiewicz worked tirelessly with the 
same voices mentioned to fulfill our 
wishes. He collaborated to create the 
Roadmap for Fall 2020.

The rest is history. Here we are at 
the end of August, away from campus 
and in disarray from all the failed 
plans. Who is to blame? Who should 
we pinpoint as the reason for our 
anxiety, wasted money and desperate 
situations? Some may say Kevin 
Guskiewicz. I say COVID-19. I say, 
instead of casting disparaging prose 
at every move Guskiewicz makes, let 
us be outraged at the virus itself. For 
we are only humans, and Guskiewicz 
is only human.

Don’t get me wrong, I do not 
endorse  ever y  pol ic y  decis ion 
Guskiewicz makes. The past few weeks 
have been a whirlwind of uncertainty, 
and UNC, especially Carolina Housing, 
has certainly not helped ease this 
whirlwind. Despite this, I recognize 
Guskiewicz is not the source of my 
anxiety. COVID-19 is.  

Leaping into the coronavirus 
e ra  w i t h  n o  c l e a r  p r e c e d e n t , 
Chancellor Guskiewicz has aimed 
to be transparent that nothing is 
straightforward, everything can 
change instantly and there is only 
so much humans can control. In my 
opinion, he’s doing all he can do. 
It may not be enough, but that just 
shows the limits of human willpower. 

The way I see it, Kevin G is a G.

opinion@dailytarheel.com

Adejuwon 
Ojebuoboh  is 
a sophomore 
majoring in business 
administration. 
email: adejuwon@
live.unc.edu

UNC = University of the Novel 
Coronavirus.

When Tucker Carlson gets dropped 
by national advertisers but not the 
Hussman School of Journalism and 
Media.

Starbucks fucked up my pumpkin 
cold brew order. I was looking 
forward to it all week!

People who Zoom on one device and 
work on the other suck.

Linda’s is temporarily closed and I 

 Hey, can we get a new 
chancellor? Please?

think that’s why my life sucks.

Is Bagels Who Discuss really any 
better than Babes Who Blade? Let’s 
discuss.

My housemate sings really loudly in 
the shower but he doesn’t know any 
of the words.

When is the next two-day pause? 
Please? Anyone?

Raise your hand if you’ve ever felt 
personally victimized by the UNC 
administration.

SPEAK OUT
WRITING GUIDELINES
• Please type. Handwritten letters will not 

be accepted.
• Sign and date. No more than two people 

should sign letters.
• Students: Include your year, major and 

phone number. 
• Faculty/staff: Include your department 

and phone number. 
• Edit: The DTH edits for space, clarity, 

accuracy and vulgarity. Limit letters to 
250 words. 

SUBMISSION
• Drop off or mail to our office at 109 E. 

Franklin St. Suite 210, Chapel Hill, NC 
27514

• Email: opinion@dailytarheel.com
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Column: We won’t 
forget Franklin Street

The OC Voice is a portion of the OC 
Report newsletter where local residents 
may have a platform to talk about 
local issues they care about. Brittany 
McGee is an assistant city & state 
editor and the co-diversity, inclusion 
and equity officer. 

Walking down Franklin Street is 
a much different experience than it 
was a year ago. People wearing masks, 
curbside seating and a noticeable drop 
in foot traffic are signs of the strange 
times we are living in. However, the 
boarded up businesses that pepper 
the street are evidence of a more 
concerning change.

Ms. Mong, Lula’s, Lotsa Stone 
Fired Pizza and Waffle House have all 
closed their doors since the pandemic 
began, and with students leaving 
after classes have gone remote, the 
economic impact COVID-19 is having 
on downtown Chapel Hill may be 
creating long-term changes.

Gov. Roy Cooper issued an executive 
order banning dine-in in restaurants on 
March 17 and issued a stay-at-home 
order on March 27, which resulted 
in numerous businesses closing 
temporarily with hopes to reopen 
once the worst of the pandemic was 
over. This decision by Cooper was 

controversial, but the threat of the 
virus called for unprecedented actions 
to flatten the curve in order to save lives. 

Unfortunately, the pandemic has 
dragged on, as well as its effect on 
businesses. For a restaurant-heavy 
Franklin Street, this does not help to 
create optimism for the future. 

It is easy to notice the struggles that 
small businesses are facing right now, 
and stories to cover the immediate 
fallout of the University going to 
remote classes after numerous 
clusters were reported on campus 
are abundant. The question becomes 
about what happens after a couple 
of months pass, and people begin to 
focus their attention elsewhere.

Our goal is to make sure that we are 
providing the people of Orange County 
with comprehensive coverage that will 
continue to focus on stories that are 
important to our community. The 2020 
election is fast approaching, and the 
results of it will easily become the next 
big story of the year. But businesses on 
Franklin Street will not stop feeling the 
impact of the pandemic because they 
are no longer the top story.

It is important for The Daily Tar 
Heel to remember the stories of 
business owners on Franklin Street, 
and to continue to tell them. Franklin 
Street is a highlight for students 
attending UNC, and preserving its 
legacy is the least we can do.

If you live in Orange County and 
want to make your voice heard on 
something you care about locally, 
email city@dailytarheel.com. 

Brittany McGee
is an assistant City 
& State editor, the 
co-diversity, equity 
and inclusion officer 
and a senior at UNC.

Linda’s, Moe’s shutter as 
COVID-19 cases spike

DTH/ANGELINA KATSANIS
Linda’s open sign was unlit on Sunday, Aug. 30, 2020 due to the restaurant 
closing because of the COVID-19 pandemic and rising case numbers.

Emma Kenfield
Senior Writer

Two more Chapel Hill favorites, 
Moe’s Southwest Grill and Linda’s 
Bar and Grill, have shut their doors in 
response to COVID-19 outbreaks in 
Chapel Hill. 

Linda’s, located on East Franklin 
Street, announced through Twitter on 
Aug. 24 that it is temporarily closing. 

Linda’s first opened on Franklin 
Street in 1988, a staple at Carolina 
for over 30 years. Before COVID-
19, Linda’s offered dine-in services 
indoors and outdoors with unique 
cocktails, beer and wine, a full menu 

until midnight and a “drunchies” 
menu until close. 

Since the pandemic, Linda’s has 
offered outdoor seating, delivery and 
takeout, with the option to purchase 
wine or beer.

On March 19, Bar Manager 
Justin Cole created a GoFundMe to 
keep Linda’s afloat after Gov. Roy 
Cooper’s executive order to limit 
restaurants to takeout services only. 
The GoFundMe was updated on 
the day the restaurant closed again, 
and has since reached its original 
$20,000 goal. The money will be 
split among staff members, according 
to the GoFundMe page. 

Christopher Carini, owner, 
operator and chef at Linda’s since 
2011, said there was not enough 
business to justify staying open with 
local cases spiking. 

He said he’s making preparations 
to reopen for dine-in and takeout 
in October, assuming the number 
of cases lowers by then. 

“When we reopen, I’m gonna 
man front-of-house and assume 
the risk for infection,” said Carini. 
“Because if I want to open my 
restaurant, then I should be the one 
assuming the risk — not asking the 
people who work for me to go back 
to work.”

Moe’s Southwest Grill, located 
beside Yogurt Pump on Franklin 
Street, has closed permanently. 

Moe’s is a franchise with over 
700 locations both in the U.S. and 
abroad. The menu includes burritos, 
tacos, quesadillas and burrito bowls. 

The Chapel Hill  franchise 
owner didn’t respond to a request 
for comment. Matt Gladdek, 
executive director of the Chapel 
Hill Downtown Partnership, said 
Moe’s closed because someone 
else is taking over the lease. 

“A new restaurant will be going 
in there quick on their heels,” 
said Gladdek. “I don’t think that 
restaurant is ready to come out 
with too much press yet, but 
that’s probably the biggest reason 
that Moe’s is shutting down.”

city@dailytarheel.com

Kayleigh Carpenter
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Across
1 Asks for a treat, as a boxer
5 Site of a boxer’s attack
9 Chocolate syrup brand since 1928
14 Circus prefix with bat
15 Diva’s delivery
16 “This __ much!”: “I’m 

overwhelmed!”
17 Rental vehicles for self-moving
19 “Pleasantly” chubby
20 President after Madison
21 Mother-of-pearl sources
23 Has title to
25 __ standstill
26 Tea biscuit
29 Designed for comfort and 

efficiency
35 Guffaw syllable
36 Pirate in “Hook”
38 U.S. state with the lowest average 

annual rainfall
39 Horse known for its endurance
41 Wed
43 Not fer
44 Wisdom teeth, e.g.
46 Fabled loch
48 Stooge Howard
49 Rainy day protectors
51 Casual conversations
53 Contend (for)
54 Bro of van Gogh

56Dedicatee of an annual MLB 
tribute game

61 Snare
65 Lion’s warnings
66 Lost-one’s-place words often 

preceded by the two-letter start of 
17-, 29- and 49-Across

68 Lake craft
69 Bubbly-textured Nestlé chocolate 

bar
70 Muscle pain
71 Change for the better
72 Tall tale
73 Classic Jaguars

Down
1 Wicked Witch of the West creator
2 Reverberate
3 Mom’s mom
4 Become disenchanted with
5 Poe’s “ebony bird”
6 Nest egg letters
7 Columbus ship
8 Chatterbox
9 Double-winged WWI aircraft
10 Norway’s capital
11 Leave slack-jawed
12 Arrive
13 “Sorry, my mistake”
18 The Home Depot competitor
22 Shows contrition
24 Noticed
26 Former SeaWorld star
27 Off-the-cushion billiards shot
28 Dental care brand
30 Spanish queen
31 Caesar’s eggs
32 Molten rock
33 Meathead
34 Curved-top candy shapes
37 Mosque visitor
40 Saloon
42 Exam
45 Made changes in
47 Play division
50 Wiggle room
52 Hair-removal substance
55 White wader
56 26-Down, for one
57 Rich soil
58 “Great” dog breed
59 Suffix with Jumbo
60 Flightless bird
62 __ of lamb
63 Tennis great Arthur
64 Crusty desserts
67 Goof up
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The LA Times
Crossword Puzzle To get the advantage, check the day's rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.

Aries (March 21-April 19)
Today is an 8 — Share what you’re 
learning with friends. Connect 
and share resources. Support your 
community to adapt to unplanned 
changes. Together, you can make 
things happen.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)
Today is an 8 — Adapt to 
professional changes. Look beyond 
what you can see to imagine 
new possibilities. Discipline and 
coordination can take advantage of 
an opportunity.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)
Today is a 7 — Use what you’ve 
been studying. You have the power 
and the wisdom to bridge different 
points of view. Listen and make a 
powerful connection

Cancer (June 21-July 22)
Today is an 8 — Together you can 
accomplish more. Don’t be afraid 
to share your needs. Collaborate 
to advance shared financial goals. 
Listen for what could be possible.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
 Today is an 8 — Support your 
partner as you navigate unscheduled 
changes. Update long-term plans 
with short-term solutions. Find new 
strategies for adaptation. Listen and 
bear witness.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a 9 — Distractions abound 
and your workload could seem 
intense. The excellent work you’ve 
been doing reflects well on you. 
Consider all possibilities. Grab an 
opportunity.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Today is an 8 — Take time to relax. 
Enjoy art, creativity and games. 
Whip up something romantic. Savor 
delicious treats with people you love. 
Focus on what’s most important.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is an 8 — Manage domestic 
chores and repairs. Balance bursts 
of energy with rest and meditation. 
Help family through recent 
changes. Adapt your space for new 
possibilities.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 9 — Communication can 
resolve breakdowns. Stay connected 
to coordinate a response to breaking 
news as it happens. Network and 
share resources. Get the word out.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 7 — Finances are at 
the forefront. Manage tasks, 
promises and obligations. Stay in 
communication to manage the 
consequences of unforeseen events. 
You can handle this.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18).
Today is an 8 — Things are not 
going according to plan. Review and 
revise. Changes reveal new markets, 
opportunities and pathways to a 
personal ambition. Reconsider the 
route.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is a 6 — Time to recharge 
your batteries and get ready for 
productive days ahead. Give up 
something valuable for something 
better. Pay attention to your dreams.

HOROSCOPES If August 31 is Your 
Birthday...

Grow and expand family fun this year. Forge lasting bonds through steady 
collaboration. Share romantic dreams. Collaborate for a team victory this 
summer, before opening a new romantic door. Discover new professional 
opportunities next winter, before home renovations nurture. Pursue passion, 
love and joy.

Complete the 
grid so each row, 
column and 
3-by-3 box (in bold 
borders) contains 
every digit 1 to 9.

(C)2012 Tribune Media Services, Inc. All rights reserved.

(c) 2019 TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES, INC. Linda Black Horoscopes

  
                    Deadlines

Line Ads: 11a.m., the day prior to publication
Display Classified Ads:  3p.m., two days

prior to publication

To place a Line Classified Ad, go to www.dailytarheel.com/classifieds or Call 919-962-0252
DTH office is open Mon-Fri 9:00am-5:00pm

Line Classified Ad Rates
Private Party (Non-Profit)
25 Words ....... $20.00/week
Extra words ..25¢/word/day

Commercial (For-Profit) 
25 Words ....... $42.50/week
Extra words ...25¢/word/day

EXTRAS:  Box: $1/day •  Bold: $3/day
DTHMarketplace

Direct
Support

Professional
We are currently 

recruiting for motivated 
and enthusiastic 

individuals to work 
with residents with 

developmental disabilities 
of all ages!

A great opportunity for 
psychology and social 
work students! Various 

shifts available including 
PT and FT.

Pay up to $11/hr.
For more information click 

thru to http://jobs.rsi-nc.org.

Child Care WantedChild Care Wanted

SEEKING CHILDCARE Amazing family seeking fun, dependable “babysitter” to hang out with and 
support a great, artistic and funny 13 year old girl.  We’re looking to welcome an incredible person who 
can work 3-6(ish) every week day (Monday-Friday), and some additional days. Support with homework, 
driving, and some light housework appreciated. (734) 276-3883. sgoldin@Umich.edu

HELP WANTEDHELP WANTED
ARMADILLO GRILL IS NOW HIRING. Cashiers- Accurate, friendly cashiers to assist customers. Days/
Nights/Weekends  Line Cooks- Accurate, friendly, fast line cooks. Days/Nights/Weekends Apply at 120 E 
Main St, Carrboro

Voluntering Voluntering 

ANTIBODY RESEARCH STUDY  The US Environmental Protection 
Agency is seeking adults ages 18 and up for Research Study. 
This is a study developing a non-invasive assay for research 
on COVID-19. Eligible candidates will have had a positive 
diagnosis of COVID-19 in the past 2 months.  You will provide 
saliva samples by mail and complete a short questionnaire. 
Compensation up to $100. For more informaton, call 919-966-
0607 or visit www.epastudies.org. Keyword: COVID.

bed that night.”
Freas received daily emails with a 

survey for symptom monitoring for 
Campus Health, but like Bass, had 
expected to receive phone calls.

“It was a little hard because I was 
like, ‘Am I being forgotten about? Am 
I really valued?’ Yeah, they drop off 
food, but that’s it,” Freas said.

A c c o r d i n g  t o  U N C  Me d i a 
Relations,  “Any student who 
responds will receive a call from a 
Campus Health provider or nurse 
to assess their symptoms, condition 
and to provide medical advice as 
needed.” They said Campus Health 
does not call students in quarantine 
or isolation daily.

Media Relations said common 
areas of quarantine and isolation 
buildings are professionally cleaned 

and sanitized at least twice a 
week, and individual rooms are 
professionally cleaned and sanitized 
in between occupancy.

During her quarantine, Freas 
said two cleaners came into her 
room while she was in the shower. 
She hadn’t been notified via email or 
phone beforehand.

“Being a first-year female alone 
in a quarantine dorm, that was 
terrifying to me,” she said.

Freas sat in the hallway of Craige 
North while her room was sprayed.

“They sprayed my toothbrush 
and my bedding and my laptop,” 
Freas said. “Everything when I came 
back was wet and I didn’t have paper 
towels or rags or anything to wipe 
everything up with.”

She said she tried making a 
complaint to Carolina Housing, but 
was not able to get a hold of anyone. 
At the time of publication, she’d 

stopped trying to call.
Other than this incident, Freas’ stay 

in Craige North was quiet. One night, 
she was doing laundry and heard 
crying coming from another room.

“It took everything in me to not 
knock on their door and be like, ‘Do 
you just want to talk?’ because I 
couldn’t be around them,” she said.

‘Fallen through the cracks’

Junior Chloe Kent moved into 
Craige North to quarantine on 
Sunday, Aug.16.

“I’ve just been spending a lot of time 
in my bed, really close to the window 
and pretending I’m outside,” Kent said. 
“That’s helped.”

Kent got her negative test result 
from Campus Health four days after 
her test and moved out.

First-year Lilly Thurmond got 
tested at FastMed in Chapel Hill on 

Aug. 16. Twenty-four hours later, she 
got her results back: positive.

Though she lived in Granville, 
Thurmond wasn’t able to go home to 
isolate due to her parents’ jobs. She 
called Campus Health on Aug. 17 
and was told to call back the next day. 
When she called the next morning, 
Campus Health took down her 
information and told her to wait for 
another call.

Aug. 18 went by. The phone 
never rang.

Thurmond called again on Aug. 
19, and Campus Health gave her 
three other numbers to call. When 
she called those numbers, they 
redirected her to Campus Health.

“I was at the point where I hadn’t 
had an actual meal, I was living off 
dorm food, so what you can make 
in a microwave,” Thurmond said, as 
she was staying in her room to avoid 
exposing other Granville residents.

Thurmond said the person on the 
phone had gotten several emails about 
her that had “fallen through the cracks.”

“And I was like ‘Oh, my case has 
‘fallen through the cracks,’” Thurmond 
said. “Thanks, that’s helpful.’”

Thurmond moved into Parker 
Residence Hall, where she felt the 
University was “literally doing the 
bare minimum in everything.”

While in isolation, she realized 
that she needed to move out of her 
room in Granville as the University 
de-densified its housing.

“Me sitting in the isolation dorm 
was like while the world was still 
going, I couldn’t keep up or do 
anything about it,” Thurmond said.

university@dailytarheel.com
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DTH ONLINE:  To read more 
about the University’s changing 
plans, go to dailytarheel.com. 
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Athletes march for racial justice

DTH/ANGELICA EDWARDS
UNC athletes marched along Franklin Street to protest racial injustice on Saturday, Aug. 29, 2020 in Chapel Hill, 
N.C. Athletes representing various UNC sports dressed in black, brought signs and called for the end of police 
brutality shortly after police shot Jacob Blake seven times in the back in Kenosha, Wis., on Aug. 23, 2020.

By Ryan Wilcox
Senior Writer

North Carolina basketball ’s 
Leaky Black and Andrew Platek 
were among the first to show up 
Saturday, standing and waiting 
outside McDonald’s, the latter in a 
“Black Lives Matter” T-shirt. 

Others soon began popping up: 
volleyball players here, fencers 
there ,  recognizable  by  their 
team-issued merchandise and 
brandishing signs with phrases like 
“Matter is the minimum” and “Black 
lives > white comfort.” Before long, a 
crowd had formed on the north side 
of Franklin Street.

A half-hour later, more than 200 
Tar Heel athletes and coaches had 
marched their way from Franklin 
Street to Rosemary Street to 
Morehead Planetarium, where a 
handful of players gave speeches 
about racial injustice to conclude a 
memorable and important day in 
UNC sports history.

“This system was built for people 
like us not to succeed,” junior track 
and field athlete Madias Loper told 
the crowd. “We want an equal fight. 
We don’t want any advantages, we 
want to be treated like human beings.”

T h e  e v e n t ,  p a r t  o f  t h e 
#MarchOnMyCampus2020 
movement, was organized by UNC 
track and field’s Nicole Barnes and 
Lauryn Hall and women’s soccer’s 
Rachel Jones. It came after the Aug. 
23 police shooting of Jacob Blake 
in Kenosha, Wisconsin, which left 
Blake paralyzed from the waist down 
and athletes and others across the 
nation seeking justice.

“What are we supposed to do 
when we follow all the rules and they 
still think we’re scary?” Jones asked. 
“What are we supposed to do when 
we’re face-down on the ground with 
a police officer’s leg in our necks and 
yet they’re still threatened by us? The 
system is broken.”

Jones, Barnes and Hall didn’t 
formulate the plan for the march 
until Friday afternoon, giving just 
about a day’s notice to athletes, 
coaches and the Chapel Hill Police 
Department. Barnes said she was 
“really, really surprised” by the 
considerable turnout.

“We were expecting our team, 
(the women’s soccer team) and 

maybe a few football and basketball 
players,” she told reporters. “But to 
see that every team was represented 
was amazing.”

Among those marching: UNC 
basketball ’s  Garrison Brooks, 
Armando Bacot, Walker Kessler, 
R.J. Davis, Sterling Manley, Day’Ron 
Sharpe, Caleb Love, Anthony 
Harris and Ryan McAdoo, plus the 
aforementioned Platek and Black; 
basketball staffers Sean May, Brad 
Frederick and Kendall Marshall; 
and track and field and cross country 
head coach Chris Miltenberg.

Daniel McArthur, a white track 
and field athlete, told the crowd 
“This might be the most important 
thing I’ve ever done in my life.”

“I’m tired of this sh-t,” he said. 
“White people, stand up for your 
fellow Black people.”

The march was peaceful and 
adhered to pandemic protocol. 
Virtually everyone present wore 
a mask and made efforts to stay 
socially distanced.

“With the virus going around, 
that everyone came out here and 
put themselves in harm’s way, 
potentially, for this cause just shows 
how important it is,” Hall, one of the 
organizers, said.

While not present at the march, 
head football coach Mack Brown 
spoke out against racial injustice 
in a four-minute long video that 
UNC football tweeted out Saturday 
afternoon. Head basketball coach 
Roy Williams said in a statement to 
the DTH that he was unable to join 
because of a previously scheduled 
family conflict, but that he was “very 
proud of our players and staff, and 
all the athletes, coaches and staff, 
who participated.”

The march ended with organizers 
handing out voter registration forms 
and emphasizing the importance of 
turning out in November. It had the 
effect of being one final call to action 
— and a reminder that UNC athletes, 
like all athletes, can be much more 
than the sport they play. 

“It’s to show the NCAA and 
everybody in the world that we’re 
not just entertainment,” Hall said. 
“We have a voice, and we’re going to 
show it no matter what.”

@ryantwilcox
sports@dailytarheel.com

DTH/ANGELICA EDWARDS
Track and field junior Madias Loper raises his fist, a symbol of the Black 
Lives Matter movement, as the protesters march down Franklin Street.

DTH/CYNTHIA LIU
Hundreds of UNC athletes showed up in support of the movement and 
gathered at the end of the march outside of Morehead Planetarium.

DTH/ANGELINA KATSANIS
Protesters march with signs down Franklin Street east towards Graham Memorial Hall during the protest.

DTH/CYNTHIA LIUDTH/ANGELICA EDWARDS
Some of the UNC basketball players were seen marching 
down Franklin Street with the rest of the college athletes.

A T-shirt lies at the flag pole with seven bullet wounds 
for the seven times Jacob Blake was shot by the police.


